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Amelia Earhart was a woman of many "firsts." In 1932, she became the first woman to fly solo
across the Atlantic Ocean. In 1935, she also became the first woman to fly across the Pacific.
From her early years to her mysterious 1937 disappearance while attempting a flight around the
world, readers will find Amelia Earhart's life a fascinating story.

About the AuthorKate Jerome is an award-winning children's book author and a lifelong
advocate of science literacy. She has recently completed a Fellowship at Stanford University
and, in addition to writing new children's books, she is now developing innovative programming
in virtual reality.
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P. Farler, “Our 9 year old loved it. It was a perfect gift for an avid 9 year old reader.”

Brian More, “Adventures of a Brave Woman.. Wow! This work is magnificent, I was delighted with
the story about Amelia's life. It fascinates me that a woman has made history in the area of  
aviation, a sector that many times, erroneously, is associated only with men. But, Amelia is a
woman who has proven that when you want, you can and that gender is not a limitation, Amelia
showed that a woman can be as good at aviation as a man can be. The book is missing
something, and it is to inquire deeply about the disappearance of Amelia Earhart, I would like it
to be known one day what led to her disappearance.”

Rosa, “Proyecto escolar. Compre este libro para un proyecto de la escuela de mi hija y resultó
muy útil tiene toda la información que necesito”

Big Valley Fan, “Great Book. A great book about the life and accomplishments of Amelia Earhart
for young readers. It focuses more on her life then her mysterious death. It also gives an insight
as to what kind of world it was for women during the timeframe in which she lived and flew. My
second grade granddaughter thought she was a great lady....and I agree!”

Cee Cee Drew, “Good book for 4th grade research project!. I bought this to start my daughter off
(4th grace) on a research paper she had to do for Amelia Earhart. Buying this allowed her to
highlight and 'markup' the key points to give her experience in studying.She was able to color
code highlighting as 'facts' and 'interesting facts, not historically significant' which gave her a
dynamic paper and speech.The book was an easy read with plenty of facts, in a way that kept
her attention. It had both the important and the trivial 'interesting facts' and contained everything
she needed to be well versed on the life of Amelia Earhart. She read the complete book in the
the time she devours her usual Wimpy kid diaries, so I think it is presented in a way that will keep
kids interested.”

Cynthia Maldonado, “Awesome. Bought book for my granddaughter she gets very excited when
we read the book to her. We have bought several and I think there very educational.”

KI, “Great for School Projects. My second grade son chose Amelia Earhart for his "person who
made a difference" speech at school. The book that he checked out from his school library
didn't have a lot of details, so we purchased this one. It does a great job of explaining some
background information without overwhelming an eight-year old. For example, there was a short
paragraph about Charles Lindbergh so that a child would understand how new aviation was at
the time Amelia flew over the Atlantic. My son not only had plenty of information for his speech,
but he also is a big Amelia Earhart fan.”



M Harold Page, “Role model!. I actually read this to my just-preschool 4-year-old daughter who
had just started on chapter books at nursery.Shortly afterwards, her princess hair was gone and
she loudly decided she wanted to be a vet (since Amelia Earhart could do what *she* wanted.)
It's very clearly written, with inset panels providing extra context and thus possible to skip for a
younger reader. The text itself would be fine for a 6-year-old, I think and reminds me a bit of the
old Ladybird biographies.The book presents Earhart as she was - a woman of her time, making
her way, and embracing 20s style Feminism but still feminine, avoiding early marriage, and
marrying on her own terms; happily ever after for her was a husband who supported her in *her*
adventures.From a parent's point of view, the nice thing about Earhart was that she designed
clothes, set fashions, but could do so because she flew planes and had adventures. For younger
female listeners and readers she's a fantastic bridge from Barbie to something less saccharine,
more assertive, more covered in engine grease - because Amelia didn't care...Oh, and, the book
doesn't let Earhart's disappearance overshadow the story; what matters is how she lived, not
how she died.”

Ebook Library PRIME Reader, “... my 7 year old daughter as she dressed up like Amelia Earhart
for her schools history day and wanted .... I brought this book for my 7 year old daughter as she
dressed up like Amelia Earhart for her schools history day and wanted to learn more about her.
My daughter really enjoyed reading the book, (I also enjoyed reading the book). The text was
clear and easy to read. The illustrations in the book are done like the cover in a cartoon like way
which in my opinion is brilliant for younger readers.”

guy1974blue, “Informative for children and adults.. Informative, easy to read for just above
average 7 year old reader.  As an adult I found it enjoyable also.  Very good.”

ferret lover, “HISTAREY IS LOT BETTER NOW I CAN READ THIS. HISTAREY IS LOT BETTER
NOW I CAN READ THIS BOOK”

miss iles, “She loved it: -). Bought for daughter as a self esteem and women can do anything!!!
She loved it :-)”

The book by Susanna Reich has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 1,788 people have provided feedback.
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